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Systems Self Assessment

Variation Consistency              

Complexity Simplicity
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System Manual Overview
The system shall run the 
business, and the team 
members shall run the 
system. 

Systems are simply road maps 
or instructions that allow the 
Grace Management process 
to be repeated and easily 
duplicated.

Property management 
done on a large scale is an 
extremely complex business 
with many moving parts. 

In order for Grace 
Management to be 
successful, it must be 
consistent.

The purpose of the system 
manual is to provide a 
consistent and specific way of 
doing business, and to ensure 
that each property, resident, 
owner, and as much as 
possible, each situation, is 
treated the same. 

Also to define HOW Grace 
Management will do property 
management. 

The 
Finished 
Product

Why you need a System
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Why you need a System
1. Stops the revolving door to your office

2. Improves employee training

3. Reduces liability

4. Increases company value

Why you need a System
1. Stops the revolving door to your office

2. Improves employee training

3. Reduces liability

4. Increases company value

5. Sets expectations for employees

Why you need a System
6. Gets you in compliance with P&P Manual
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Why you need a System
6. Gets you in compliance with P&P Manual

7. Creates a storage location for your templates

8. Lets you feel OK with delegating and giving             
up control

9. Makes everyone replaceable

10.         Creates a consistency of outcome

Why you need a System
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Why you need a System
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Why you need a System
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Why you need a System
11. Makes the business scalable

12. Priorities the tasks and work to be done

13. Takes you from reactive to proactive

14. Simplifies the execution of every task

15.         Sustains the business beyond you

How to create a System Manual Note –
As you work through creating your 

Systems, they should be a combination of 
the best of what your organization is today,

plus
what you want it to be tomorrow

How to create a System Manual
Step 1. List the major functions of the company. •Rent collection

•Accounting 
•Leasing
•Tenant relations
•Managing the office
•Owner relations
•Managing employees

•Maintenance coordination
•New account acquisition
•Vendor oversight
•Property Inspections

How to create a System Manual
Step 1. List the major functions of the company.
Step 2. Assign a job title to each function.
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• Rent collection – Director of Accounting
• Vendor Oversight – Vendor Coordinator
• Accounting  - Director of Accounting
• Leasing – Director of Leasing
• Tenant relations – Resident Services Coordinator
• Managing the office – VP of Operations
• Owner relations – Property Manager
• Managing employees – VP of Operations
• Maintenance coordination – Property Manager
• New account acquisitions – New Account Specialist
• Property Inspections – Assistant Property Manager
• Paying bills – Accounts Payable Coordinator

•Director of Accounting
•Director of Leasing
•Property Manager
•Resident Services Coordinator
•VP Operations
•VP Property Management
•Vendor Coordinator
•New Account Specialist
•Accounts Payable Coordinator
•President

How to create a System Manual
Step 1. List the major functions of the company.
Step 2. Assign a job title to each function.
Step 3. List 5 to 10 Key Result Areas (KRAs) for each job  

title.

Key Result Areas (KRAs) are the essential tasks and 
activities for which that job title is completely
responsible. 

Key Result Areas (KRAs) are the essential tasks and 
activities for which that job title is completely
responsible. 

•This means that if that ‘job title’ doesn't do it, it 
doesn't get done.

• It is the ‘what’, not the ‘how’

Director of Leasing
Key Result Areas - KRAs:

1. Phone inquiries
2. E-mail inquiries
3. Schedule Showings
4. Showing Presentation
5. Application Processing
6. Lease Signing
7. Move-in Coordination

Property Manager
Key Result Areas - KRAs:

1. Resident Relations
2. Owner Relations
3. Security Deposit Returns
4. Prepare / List new properties for rent
5. Assist DA with delinquent rent collection
6. Maintenance coordination

Director of Accounting
Key Result Areas - KRAs:

1. Create bank deposits
2. Post bank deposits into Appfolio software
3. Prepare 3-day demand notices
4. Drive the collection of delinquent rents
5. Process NSF payments
6. Close out the monthly accounting cycle
7. Drive the ex-resident collection process

How to create a System Manual
Step 1. List the major functions of the company.
Step 2. Assign a job title to each function.
Step 3. List 5 to 10 Key Result Areas (KRAs) for each job    

title.
Step 4. Create a Measure of Success for each KRA.                                     
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A Measure of Success defines 
what winning looks like for 
the person doing the task 

- it is a metric
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1.  Specific

2.  Timely

A Measure of Success defines 
what winning looks like for 
the person doing the task 

- it is a metric

1.  Specific

2.  Timely

3.  Measurable

Position Title: Director of Leasing

KRA: Phone inquiries
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KRA: Phone inquiries
•Return phone calls quickly
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Position Title: Director of Leasing

KRA: Phone inquiries
•Return phone calls quickly
•Do your best to call back and be friendly
•Calls should be returned as soon as possible

Position Title: Director of Leasing

KRA: Phone inquiries
•Return phone calls quickly
•Do your best to call back and be friendly
•Calls should be returned as soon as possible
•Return each phone call the same business day it 

was left
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Position Title: Property Manager

KRA: Resident Relations
•Keep residents happy

Position Title: Property Manager

KRA: Resident Relations
•Keep residents happy
•Provide the highest level of customer service  

Position Title: Property Manager

KRA: Resident Relations
•Keep residents happy
•Provide the highest level of customer service  
•Timely respond to all tenant phone calls

Position Title: Property Manager

KRA: Resident Relations
•Keep residents happy
•Provide the highest level of customer service  
•Timely respond to all tenant phone calls
•Receive 1 written compliment and no 

complaints each month

Position Title: New Account Specialist

KRA: Sign up process
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Position Title: New Account Specialist
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Position Title: New Account Specialist

KRA: Sign up process
•Get all documents signed by new owner
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Position Title: New Account Specialist

KRA: Sign up process
•Get all documents signed by new owner
•Have owner sign mgmt agreement & collect money
•Have owner e-sign mgmt agreement & you 

countersign
•Have new account file completed at to DA within 24 

hours of new owner requesting to work with GM
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Position Title: President

KRA: Financial Health
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KRA: Financial Health
•Review financial statements each month
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•Meet with a financial advisor each year

Position Title: President

KRA: Financial Health
•Review financial statements each month
•Ensure the company is financially strong
•Meet with a financial advisor each year
•Achieve 6% annual quarter over quarter net 

income growth

How to create a System Manual
Step 1. List the major functions of the company.
Step 2. Assign a job title to each function.
Step 3. List 5 to 10 Key Result Areas (KRA’s) for each job 

title.
Step 4. Create a Measure of Success for each  KRA. 
Step 5. Write a detailed step-by-step describing how

each KRA will be done, in order to achieve the 
Measure of Success                                   

How Detailed ??
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